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(Baisakh 28, 2077, Sunday)
Class: Five
Subject: Social Studies
Understand Others
Ram Lakhan and Sri Krishna study in Grade V. Ram Lakhan is from Terai. Sri Krishna is a hill
born and now settled in the Terai. They go to school and sit together. One day, Ram Lakhan lost his
pen. He asked all his friends in the class, but they denied to have seen it. Meanwhile, Ram Lakhan
accused of stealing his pen. He shouted out ‘Sri Krishna is a thief’.
Sri Krishna said to Ram Lakhan, ‘I am innocent, don’t accuse me.”Sri Krishna was hurt at Ram
Lakhan’s behaviour. He felt insulted and thought nobody understood his feelings. He felt
embarrassed of loss of his image. He was disappointed and pulled himself apart from his friends.
That same day, at lunch break Ram Lakhan reviewed his blame to Sri Krishna. He said to himself,
“I have hurt him unnecessarily. Had he stolen my pen, he wouldn’t have felt so upset. How hurt
would I have felt if I had been in his place? I shouldn’t have behaved like that to him.” He then
went to Sri Krishna to ask him to forgive him. The next day, the lost pen was found in the school
ground.
We all must respect the feeling of others. We must understand. We must place our serves in other's
situations to see how it feels. We must share the feeling of others. This is called sympathy. Hence,
from now on, all of us should try to understand others’ feelings and should not treat or speak in a
way that would hurt anyone.
Activities
1. Answer the following questions:
a. What did Ram Lakhan say to Sri Krishna? Why did he say so?
b. How did Sri Krishna feel about Ram Lakhan behaviour towards him?
c. What must we do to show our sympathy to others.
2. If anyone behaves badly with you or discriminates you, how would you make him/ her
understand that it is not a good thing to do?
3. Point out which of the following is good behaviour and which is bad behaviour.
a. Taking the pen of your friend in a stealthy manner.
b. Helping friends in the times of need.
c. Hating a friend who is weak in studies.
d. Loving brother and sister younger to you.
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Write True or False.
A computer is such a wonderful machine which can perform any task. ___
A computer processes data and produces information. ____
A computer produces wrong information even when you input data and instructions. ___
A computer does not lose its efficiency when it has to perform same calculation repeatedly. __
The storage capacity of a storage device is measured in BIT. ___
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The End.

